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We have developed a new, zone-based compact physics-based AlGaN/GaN heterojunction field-effect transistor (HFET) model
suitable for use in commercial harmonic-balance microwave circuit simulators. The new model is programmed in Verilog-A, an
industry-standard compact modeling language. The new model permits the dc, small-signal, and large-signal RF performance
for the transistor to be determined as a function of the device geometric structure and design features, material composition
parameters, and dc and RF operating conditions. The new physics-based HFET model does not require extensive parameter
extraction to determine model element values, as commonly employed for traditional equivalent-circuit-based transistor models.
The new model has been calibrated and verified. We report very good agreement between simulated and measured dc and RF
performance of an experimental C-band microwave power amplifier.

1. Introduction

AlGaN/GaN heterojunction field-effect transistors (HFETs)
are promising RF transistors for use in high-power and
high-frequency circuit applications. These HFETs possess a
combination of high current density capability and high
breakdown voltage due to the desirable physical properties
of the materials, such as high critical electric field for
breakdown, high electron mobility and saturated carrier
velocity, high carrier density in the channel, lower dielectric
constant compared to the conventional materials, and high
thermal conductivity. These parameters permit the HFET to
operate at high RF voltage and current, which results in high
power operation at high frequency [1, 2]. The technology for
fabricating devices and circuits in AlGaN/GaN is developing
rapidly [3–6] and this rapid development is creating a
need for improved device models. RF power amplifiers
based on AlGaN/GaN HFETs are now commercially available
from several companies, including Nitronex, RFMD, and
TriQuint. However, to date, no commercially available
HFET model for use in harmonic-balance circuit simulators
exists that can predict the large-signal RF operation of an
HFET or an MMIC before the active device is fabricated,
characterized, and fitted.

The basic structure for an HFET is shown in Figure 1.
The dc and RF performance of the transistor varies with the
physical dimensions and material properties. However, the
sensitivity of RF power performance to the physical param-
eters will vary, depending upon the particular parameter,
and variations in some parameters (e.g., the gate length, lg)
have a more significant effect upon device performance than
others. These specific parameter sensitivities are not easy to
determine. Consequently, MMIC designers cannot consider
the physical parameters of the device when designing circuits.
They can only simulate circuits containing transistors with
known and defined equivalent circuit compact models,
which preclude the use of harmonic balance simulators for
use in device optimization. In this report, we introduce
an analytic HFET model that permits the codesign and
optimization of active HFETs and passive elements in
an MMIC environment, which will enhance and speed
integrated circuit development.

Reported HFET dc models include empirical models
[7, 8], two-dimensional multiphysics solvers [9, 10], and
compact physics-based models [11–16]. Compact equivalent
circuit models are suitable for simulating HFET circuits, but
not before the HFET devices have been fabricated. Two-
dimensional solvers can predict the dc I-V characteristics of
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Figure 1: Schematic cross-section of a basic AlGaN/GaN HFET
structure, showing the physical parameters of the NCSU HFET
model. Four describe layout: W , ls, lg , ld . Four describe the
barrier layer, χAlGaN, Alx, tAlGaN, nox. Seven describe the GaN buffer,
εGaN, EgGaN, tGaN for the GaN itself, three for electron transport in
the GaN μ0, vsat, β, and two for its interface with AlGaN, nss, npiezo.
The gate metal is characterized by its electron affinity, χM .

an HFET and even its small-signal RF parameters, but they
are difficult to employ in real time within a harmonic balance
circuit simulator since run-time interpolation of a database
of precomputed solutions is cumbersome [17, 18]. Compact
physics-based models, however, can run in harmonic balance
solvers because they are analytic and therefore sufficiently
efficient in computation time requirements that they can
predict the operation of an RF HFET under large-signal
RF drive conditions. Previous work has demonstrated the
facility and accuracy of this approach [19, 20]. Unfortunately,
however, this capability is not generally available, because the
previously reported models could not be readily ported to
commercial simulators. This report addresses that deficiency.

In this work, we report for the first time the implemen-
tation of a physics-based compact HFET model in Verilog-
A, and we used Microwave Office (MWO) to compare
its predictions against the RF power performance of an
experimental HFET. MWO is an EDA package that is
available from Applied Wave Research (AWR) Corporation.
Our first-generation Verilog-A HFET model is a single, self-
contained Verilog-A module.

The new model is developed, based upon separating
the conducting channel of the HFET into a series of
zones, based upon operational physics [21]. The HFET
model is generalized to suit different fabrication process by
introducing a curvature parameter in the v-E relationship
[22] for electrons in the conducting channel of the HFET
in order to control the sharpness of the knee of the I-V
characteristics. We also considered the electric field decay
region in the drain access for triode operation to ensure
continuity of the terminal characteristics. We modified the
pinch off voltage to take into account different Al mole
fractions in the AlGaN barrier layer in the AlGaN/GaN
HFET. Finally, it is necessary to consider channel breakdown
in order to accurately simulate Power Added Efficiency (PAE)
at high RF power operation. We have written the model
in Verilog-A language and implemented it in MWO. The
model is verified by comparison of simulated and measured
dc and RF large-signal performance for an AlGaN/GaN
HFET S-Band amplifier. Good agreement between the model
simulation and the measurement data are obtained.

2. Zone Model of the AlGaN/GaN HFET

As previously indicated, the model is formulated based upon
separating the conducting channel of the HFET into a series
of five zones, which are defined based upon the physics
that dominate within each zone. The model operates in two
modes, triode and saturation. The transition between the
two modes is smooth and dependent upon device design
and operation criteria. Figure 2 shows the salient features
of the zone model in its two operating modes. The typical
electron is assumed to remain in the same longitudinal cross-
section of the device on its path from source to drain. This
defines the x-y plane, where x is measured from the source
electrode and y is measured down from the AlGaN/GaN
interface. For each operating mode, the path between source
and drain is segmented into a few contiguous intervals. In
each interval, the physical operation is determined by two-
dimensional numerical simulations and this information is
used to develop an analytic physical model for that particular
zone. The 2D simulations reveal the fundamental operation
of each zone and permit the simplified analytic physical
model to be derived. At the boundaries between adjacent
zone intervals, the physical operation changes and the zones
are interfaced by enforcing continuity of the electric potential
values and derivatives.

Associated with each interval, we define its zone as the
interval itself, initialization of the distance, potential, and
electric field {x, V , E}. We also define a rule for terminating
the interval, and a sequence of operations to compute
{x, V , E} at the end-point and within it, as appropriate.

When the HFET is in triode operation, it can be
modeled with four zones. In saturated operation, the model
requires five zones. For each operating mode, the terminal
characteristics of the device must be consistent with a
simultaneous solution of all the zones that exist in that mode.

Fortunately, it is possible to compute this simultaneous
solution efficiently by setting up equations for the zones
from left to right in sequence, as we will now show. Each
zone is solved in three steps. First, the distance, potential,
and electric field parameters {x, V , E} are initialized at its
left-hand boundary by applying its left-hand initialization
rule to the final value of the triple from the preceding zone.
Second, the nominal model in the zone is used to advance
the parameters {x, V , E} until the termination condition is
detected. Third, the final values of {x, V , E} are recorded
and are available for the subsequent zone and elsewhere in
that evaluation of the controlled voltage source.

In either of the two operating modes, the terminal
characteristics can be qualitatively related to the physics of
each zone. At zero drain-to-source bias Vds = 0, the channel
consists of three zones, the source and drain access regions
and the region beneath the gate. We denote the source and
drain access regions as the source neutral zone (SNZ, or
Z1) and the drain neutral zone (DNZ, or Z5), respectively,
to emphasize their net Coulombic neutrality which results
from the approximate equality of the sheet charge density of
the 2DEG in these two regions and the polarization charge
density. We denote the region beneath the gate as the intrinsic
FET zone (IFZ, or Z2).
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Figure 2: Cross-section of HFET model (a) triode operation with its four physical zones and the voltages at the boundaries between them.
(b) Saturated operation with its 5 physical zones. Except for Z4, the dotted line indicates the electron path in the 2DEG just below the
AlGaN/GaN interface. In Z4, the 2DEG is disrupted and the electrons disperse away from the interface to form a net space charge in the
GaN, as discussed in the text.

For positive Vds, a charge-deficit zone (CDZ, or Z4)
forms in the drain access region close to the gate edge. The
positive net charge in this partially depleted region (Z4)
smoothly reduces the magnitude of the electric field, in
accordance with Poisson’s equation. In the triode mode, the
length of the Z4 is short and the voltage drop across it is
typically less than a volt, but it is required for continuity of
Vds at the transition to saturated operation at Vds = Vdsat.
At fixed gate bias, the length of the CDZ zone increases with
drain bias, which reduces the length of the DNZ zone, since
the sum of their lengths equals the gate-to-drain spacing, Ld.

For saturated operation, Vds > Vdsat. Electrically in
the Vds-Ids plane, the transition from triode to saturation
operation occurs at the knee of the I-V curve, where the
slope of the curve flattens. Physically, saturated operation
begins when the magnitude of the longitudinal electric field
in the channel at the drain-side gate edge (denoted as E34)
first exceeds the critical field, Ec, which effectively pinches the
2DEG off by flat banding the quantum well.

With increasing Vds, the electric field (E34 > Ec) at the
drain-side edge of the gate continues to increase and the
location where E first exceeds Ec moves toward the source.
Under the gate, we denote the location where E = Ec as xc
and the voltage there as Vc. In the region xc < x < ls + lg ,
electrons are repelled away from the AlGaN/GaN interface to
form the velocity-saturated space-charge-limited zone (SLZ,
or Z3). This SLZ extends longitudinally to the gate edge
and typically extends down to the substrate because the gate
repels electrons when Vg < V , so that the gradual channel
Approximation (GCA) fails and the magnitude of the field
increases rapidly with distance, x.

With increasing Vds, the length of the SLZ zone increases,
which reduces the length of the IFZ zone under the gate
since the sum of their lengths is constrained to be lg . In the
drain access region, the length of the CDZ zone increases
simultaneously with increasing Vds, which reduces the length
of the DNZ zone, since the sum of their lengths is constrained
to equal the gate-to-drain distance.

The gradual channel approximation (GCA) is readily
adapted to zones Z1, Z2, and Z5. In zone Z3, the GCA fails
because the carrier trajectories are not one dimensional as
discussed above. In zone Z4, the 2DEG has reestablished
itself, but the sheet charge density of the 2DEG is insufficient

to neutralize the fixed polarization sheet charge and electron
velocity in this 2DEG is effectively saturated.

To the best of our knowledge, this charge deficit zone
(or zone Z4) is unique to AlGaN/GaN HFETs, but it can
dominate device operation over part of the RF cycle. In zone
Z4, the 2DEG is stable but is incompletely filled. The length
of zone Z4 is approximately proportional to the difference
E34-Ec, but E34 increases with Ids until E34 ≥ EBD when
impact ionization in the channel produces unacceptable
breakdown effects at the device terminals. In GaN, the
breakdown electric field EBD � Ec is about two orders of
magnitude larger than the electric field Ec at which velocity
saturation begins. Therefore, the maximum length of this
region is proportional to EBD-Ec which is exceptionally large
for GaN. Electrons enter zone Z4 with their velocity saturated
and the transistor effect of the gate region limits the current
almost independently of the local electric field, even when it
is two orders of magnitude larger than Ec, as it can be in GaN
before its breakdown occurs at very high Vds. This combined
effect keeps zone Z4 partially depleted, so that at fixed gate
bias, the voltage dropped across zone Z4 increases approx-
imately quadratically with its length, which adjusts itself to
gradually reduce E from E34 to Es, where the field-dependent
mobility of the electrons is sufficiently high to reestablish net
Coulombic neutrality at the given Ids. Over the majority of a
typical RF cycle, most of Vds drops across the CDZ zone.

3. Generalized Velocity-Field Relationship
for Carrier Electrons

Theoretical investigations of electron dynamics using Monte
Carlo techniques have determined velocity-field charac-
teristics associated with GaN materials. These theoretical
simulations show that the electron drift velocity initially
increases with the applied electric field but reaches a peak
value, after which it gradually decreases to a saturated
value at a high electric field [23]. The peak value decreases
with increasing doping concentration and temperature [24].
Some v-E relationships for electron transit in a 2DEG for the
AlGaN/GaN structure have been reported [23, 25]. However,
no evidence of a velocity overshoot is apparent in the
terminal characteristics of devices that we have considered.
In fact, an equilibrium v-E characteristic has proved adequate
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Figure 3: Various v-E models: two-piece velocity model (green),
two-field model (blue) and v(E) as in (1) for β = 0.8, 2, 100 (red).
β = 0.8 fits the two-field model.

to accurately simulate experimental results and we find that
(1) accurately simulates the dc and RF currents that flow in
experimental AlGaN/GaN HFETs.

The curvature of the transition from the low-field region
to the high-field region is important in calculating the knee
region of the dc current-voltage relationship for the device.
We have found that the same v-E model (1) accurately
simulates both the dc and large-signal RF operation. Conse-
quently, we have chosen (1) for the velocity-field relationship
because its transition is smooth but adjustable. Figure 3
also compares the v-E relationship in (1) to the two-field
relationship.

The v-E relationship we adopt is shown as

v(E) = μ0E(
1 + (E/Ec)

β
)1/β , (1)

where we define

E = −E(x) = dV

dx
, (2)

as the negative of the usual longitudinal electric field and we
regard it as a function of distance from the source electrode.
In (2), μ0 is the low-field electron mobility:

Ec = vsat

μ0
, (3)

is the critical electric field marking the onset of the high-field
region:

vsat = v(E −→ ∞) (4)

is the asymptotic saturated velocity, and β controls the
curvature of the knee of the v-E curve. For the experimental

data that we have analyzed, this curvature parameter has
varied over the interval 1 ≤ β ≤ 2, so that the critical electron
velocity v(Ec) = 2−1/βvsat depends on β as well as vsat. In our
investigations, the values of the μ0, vsat, β parameters can be
determined by adjusting the estimated physical-based values
so that the simulated terminal I-V characteristics match the
measured I-V data for an HFET.

Figure 3 shows how β controls the curvature of the knee
of (1) without changing the low-field and high-field regions
of the v-E model. In the limit of large β, this v-E curve
approaches a piecewise linear v-E model. For the choice β =
0.8, this v-E curve approaches the two-field model with the
same parameters as in [15].

We estimate the saturated velocity vsat, the low-field
mobility μ0, and the rate of transition from v ≈ μ0E to
v ≈ vsat from simultaneous fits of dc and RF measurements
when we use the velocity-field relationship in (1). The initial
value for the electron mobility at low electric field is generally
determined from measured Hall mobility data. This value
may be slightly varied in order to accurately simulate the
measured dc I-V data in the linear region in some cases but
does not significantly vary from the Hall values, and often the
measured Hall value is found to produce excellent results.

4. Pinch-Off Voltage

The conducting channel in an AlGaN/GaN HFET is formed
from the 2DEG just below the interface of the AlGaN barrier
layer that is grown on a GaN layer. This 2DEG conducting
channel is formed by spontaneous and piezoelectric polar-
ization effects at the AlGaN/GaN interface [26]. Figure 2
shows the cross-sectional view of an HFET. The sheet charge
density of this 2DEG channel is determined by the aluminum
percentage and the thickness of the AlGaN layer. The sheet
charge density can be modulated by the deposition of a gate
electrode on the AlGaN surface and by the electric voltage Vg

that is applied to the gate electrode. When Vg is sufficiently
negative, the channel vanishes everywhere under the gate
and, in particular, at the source-side edge of the gate, which
determines the pinch-off voltage Vth of the AlGaN/GaN
HFET. The pinch-off voltage is conventionally written

Vth(m) = Φth(m)− ΔEc(m)− qNDd
2
d

2ε(m)
− σ(m)

ε(m)
deff (5)

as a function of mole fraction m of aluminum in the
AlmGa1−mN, but Vth also depends on the effective thickness
deff of the AlGaN barrier, its Schottky barrier height Φth(m),
its electric permittivity ε(m), and its doping ND, as well as the
conduction band offset ΔEc(m) at the AlGaN/GaN interface
and the combined piezoelectric/spontaneous polarization
sheet charge σ(m). In (5), the dielectric constant and
bandgap of AlGaN are expressed as [14]

ε(AlmGa1−mN) = ε(GaN)− 1.2m,

Eg(AlmGa1−mN) = Eg(GaN) + 2.32m + 0.0796m(1−m),
(6)

and the Schottky barrier is expressed as

Φ = 0.91 + 2.44m, (7)
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and the band offset is given by the expression:

ΔEc = 0.7
(
Eg(AlmGa1−mN)− Eg(GaN)

)
. (8)

5. Physics of the Zones

5.1. Zone Z1, the Source Neutral Zone, or SNZ. In zone Z1
(and also in zone Z5), the current at location x is conducted
by the 2DEG, but for steady-state operation, I(x) = Ids

cannot depend on x, so that

Ids =Wqns(x)v(E(x)), (9)

where Ids is the drain current, W is the gate width, q is the
fundamental charge, and ns(x) is the local electron density
of the 2DEG. In the source access region, ns(x) = nss is fixed
at nss = σ(m)/q to neutralize σ(m), so that (9) and (1) imply
that

E(x) = EcIds(
I
β
max − I

β
ds

)1/β ≡ Es (10)

is constant with respect to x, where Es is the value of that
constant at a given Ids and Imax = Wqnssvsat is a convenient
scale factor for Ids for a given HFET.

The electric field Es typically occurs near the drain
electrode in zone Z5, the other neutral zone of the HFET.
In contrast to the fixed length of zone Z1, the length of
zone Z5 is state dependent. Zone Z5 begins when the lateral
field in zone Z4 has finally diminished to E(x) = Es,
which terminates zone Z4. Within both the source and drain
neutral zones, electron transport is identical and Es sets the
drift velocity v(Es) in both zones Z1 and Z5.

5.2. Zone Z2, the Intrinsic FET Zone, or IFZ. At the source-
side gate edge, electrons leave zone Z1 and enter zone Z2.
In zone Z1, the voltage on the upper AlGaN surface follows
the voltage V(x) of the 2DEG at the AlGaN/GaN interface. In
zone Z2, however, the gate electrode holds the surface voltage
at Vg .

In accordance with the GCA, we treat this gate region as
an MIS capacitor and write the electron sheet density:

ns(x) = Ceff

q

(
Vgt −V(x)

)
(11)

in terms of the effective gate voltage Vgt = Vg − Vth(m), the
effective gate-channel capacitance Ceff = ε(m)/deff, and the
effective thickness deff of the AlmGa1−mN barrier layer.

Electrons in zone Z2 drift toward the drain because V(x)
increases with x in the channel, but this drift cannot persist
past where V(x) has risen enough to exceed Vgt. In triode
operation, the channel fills the entire gate region. Following
the GCA, we substitute (11) into (9) and use (2) to change
the variable of integration from x to V , so that in triode
operation we find

lg Ids =
∫ V34

Vs0

((
Wu0C

(
Vgt −V

))β −
(
Ids

Ec

)β)1/β

dV , (12)

where lg is the physical gate length, Vs0 = EclsIds/

(I
β
max − I

β
ds)

1/β
is the voltage at the source-side gate edge,

V34 = Vd − (Ec(ld − l4)Ids/(I
β
max − I

β
ds)

1/β
) − (1/2)l24k4 is the

voltage at the drain-side edge of the gate in triode operation,
and lg and l4 are the lengths of drain access and zone Z4.

If x = ls + lg while Ex < Ec, then the device is in triode
mode; if Ex = Ec before x = ls + lg , then the device is in
saturated mode. In triode operation, zone Z3 does not affect
the parameters {x, V , E} because its thickness ls + lg − xc =
0 vanishes, zero voltage is dropped across the zone, and
the electric field does not change. In saturation, zone Z3 is
significant because ls + lg − xc > 0 when Ids > Isat.

In saturated operation, V34 and E34 are still defined at the
drain-side gate edge, but (12) is not valid there because the
longitudinal electric field exceeds Ec before exiting the gate
region so that E34 > Ec and V34 > Vc. In this case, the length
of zone Z2 is less than lg , and we write

lg,effIds =
∫ Vc

Vs0

((
Wu0C

(
Vgt −V

))β −
(
Ids

Ec

)β)1/β

dV , (13)

where

Vc = Vgt − Ids

WCvsat
. (14)

The transition of terminal characteristics from triode mode
to saturated mode occurs when the drain current is high
enough to make V34 = Vc and E34 = Ec at the gate edge.
This Isat is determined by using (14) for the upper limit of
(12) and solving

LgIsat =
∫ Vc

Vs0

((
Wu0C

(
Vgt −V

))β −
(
Isat

Ec

)β)1/β

dV , (15)

for Isat.

5.3. Zone Z3, the Space-Charge-Limited Zone, or SLZ. The
SLZ zone only occurs when the device enters saturation. We
approximate the one-dimensional Poisson equation:

∂E

∂x
= qns(x)

εt(x)
= Ids

εWv(x)t(x)
= k3(x), (16)

where t(x) and v(x) both vary with x. Comparison with
two-dimensional finite-element simulations suggests that the
product t(x)v(x) is nearly constant:

Ids

Imax
= ns(x)v(x)

nssvsat
, (17)

so that we can define the average electric field derivative:

k3 =
〈
∂E

∂x



=
〈

Imax

εWv(x)tGaN



≈ Imax

εWvsattGaN
= qnss

εtGaN
.

(18)

Integrating Poisson’s equation once yields

Ec +
∫ lg

lg−l3

∂E

∂x
dx +

∫ lg+l4

lg

∂E

∂x
dx = Es, (19)
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and a second integration yields

Vc +
∫ ∫ lg

lg−l3

∂E

∂x
dx dx +

∫ ∫ lg+l4

lg

∂E

∂x
dx dx + Es(ld − l4) = Vd,

(20)

we can include zone Z4 in the sum
∑ j=5

j=1 (ΔV)Z j over
all five zones of voltage increments for each zone to get

Vd(Vgt, Ids) =
∑ j=5

j=1 (ΔV)Z j .
In the triode mode, we can define (ΔV)Z3 = 0 in the

same sum. To reexpress this result as the controlled current
source Ids(Vgt,Vds) for given Vgt and Vds, we invert the sum
Vds(Vgt, Ids) iteratively to find the Ids corresponding to a
given Vds.

5.4. Zone Z4, the Charge Deficit Zone, or CDZ. Zone Z4
occurs in both triode and saturated modes when E34 > Ec
as defined by (3). Since the surface voltage in zone Z4 is
not clamped by the gate electrode, it rises with the channel
potential V(x) and the one-dimensional Poisson equation,

∂E

∂x
= qnss

εt(x)
− Ids

εWv(x)t(x)
= k4, (21)

can be used to obtain

l4 = E34 − Es
k4

(22)

assuming that t(x) = t2DEG and v(x) = v(Ec). The voltage
and electric field continuity conditions lead to the following
two equations:

V34 +
∫ ∫ lg+l4

lg

∂E

∂x
dx dx + Es(ld − l4) = Vd,

E34 +
∫ lg+l4

lg

∂E

∂x
dx = Es.

(23)

5.5. Zone Z5, the Drain Neutral Zone, or DNZ. Within zone
Z5, the nominal electron physics are identical to that in
zone Z1 but the zone length varies dynamically and satisfies
different boundary conditions. As in zone Z1, overall charge
neutrality prevails in zone Z5 and the current is described
by (9) and (10), so the lateral electric field in zone Z5 is
constant and coincides with Es in zone Z1. In the preceding
zone Z4, Ex > Es but the electric field continuously varies
from magnitude E34 to Es. In zone Z5, the electron transport
model is similar as in zone Z1, the SNZ, but the length of
zone Z5 varies dynamically. The lateral electric field in zone
Z4 varies and zone Z5 begins when the lateral electric field in
zone Z4 is reduced to its value in zone Z1.

It may be possible to fabricate an HFET with sufficiently
short drain access region and to bias it at high enough drain
voltage to deplete the entire drain access region, but we
have not observed this in any device we have considered.
Currently, we treat this possibility as an error condition.

The physics-based compact HFET model described
above has been written in the Verilog-A language and
implemented in MWO. The flowchart in Figure 4 shows the

Table 1: Input parameters for the AlGaN/GaN HFET model.

Parameter Description Value

μ0 Electron mobility 1120 cm2/V-s

vsat Saturation velocity 1.195× 10−7 cm/s

β
Curvature parameter in v-E
relation

1.45

ε(GaN) GaN permittivity 10.1

Eg(GaN) Energy gap of GaN 3.52 eV

χAlGaN Affinity of AlGaN 3.8 eV

χm Affinity of metal 4.3 eV

Alx Al mole fraction in AlGaN 0.3

lg Gate length 0.8 μm

ls Length of the source access 1.2 μm

ld Length of the drain access 2.0 μm

W Gate width 400 μm

tAlGaN
Thickness of the AlGaN barrier
layer

30 nm

tGaN
Thickness of the GaN buffer
layer

0.3 μm

nox
Unintentional doping in AlGaN
layer

1016 cm−3

nss
Polarization sheet charge
density

7.1× 1012 cm−2

Piezo Piezo charge density 13× 1011 cm−2

BVds Channel breakdown voltage 39

Rdsbk
Drain-to-source breakdown
resistance

13

Bkdslp Slope of BVds 0

process to calculate the drain current. The model was verified
by comparing the simulated and measured dc and large-
signal RF performance for an HFET S-band amplifier. The
parameters used in the model are listed in Table 1.

Note that the model requires twenty (20) input param-
eters, as compared to the eighty (80) parameters required
to fit conventional equivalent-circuit-based models. The
input parameters consist of physical dimensions, doping
and thickness levels, and so forth, rather than equivalent
circuit element values determined from parameter extraction
procedures. The new model is, therefore, easier to define than
traditional equivalent circuit transistor models.

6. Simulation in Microwave Office

To calibrate the model, we have compared the simulation
with the measurement data for AlGaN/GaN HFETs of 0.8 μm
gate length and 400 μm gate width. The curvature parameter
β in the v-E relationship is adjusted to be 1.45 for this device.
The polarization sheet charge density is 7.1e12 cm−2.

6.1. DC I-V Curves Simulated by MWO. The model is
implemented in the commercial circuit simulator Microwave
Office developed by AWR Corporation. The results are
compared with the experimental measurements of an
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Figure 4: Flowchart to calculate the current as a function of Vgs and Vds.
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Figure 5: Current-voltage characteristics simulated by MWO for
the HFET model (blue lines), along with experimental measure-
ments (red lines) for an HFET with 0.8 μm gate length and 400 μm
width. Each of the six curves corresponds to an integer Vgs value
from −4 V to 1 V. All curves sweep Vds from 0 V to 20 V.

lg = 0.8 μm HFET. Figure 5 shows excellent agreement
between the simulated results and measurement data.

The source and drain access regions, zones Z1 and
Z5, introduce an extrinsic resistance to the intrinsic HFET
and will affect the performance of the HFETs. It has been
previously shown that under high-current operation and
large-signal RF drive, these resistances become nonlinear
as space-charge-limited (SCL) current transport conditions
are approached [20]. Both the source and drain resistances
become nonlinear and increase with channel current. The
effect is most apparent in the source region since the voltage
drop across the source access region subtracts directly from
the applied Vg and limits the drain current of the HFET
considerably before Ids increases to Isat. The drop across the
drain access region lowers the slope of Ids in the triode region
and increases the drain bias required to achieve Isat. In power
microwave applications, using a constant resistance for either
will typically overestimate the drain current at the upper left
limit of the dynamic load line and with it, the output power.
From (10) and the length ls of the source access region, we
find

Rs = VSNZ

Ids
= Ecls(

I
β
max − I

β
ds

)1/β , (24)
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Figure 6: Rs as a function of the conductance current with different
beta. The values of beta are 2, 1.5, and 1.2, respectively. The length
of the source access region is 1.2 μm.

where VSNZ is the voltage drop across the SNZ zone. The
drain access region can be treated similarly but both zones
Z4 and Z5 must be considered. Figure 6 shows the nonlinear
source resistance as a function of the chancel conductance
current with a source access region of 1.2 μm. The values of
beta are 2, 1.5, and 1.2, respectively.

6.2. Power Performance Simulated by MWO. An AlGaN/GaN
HFET power amplifier is simulated using a single-tone power
sweep. The amplifier was biased at a drain bias of Vds =
28 v and operated in class B at a fundamental frequency
of f = 2.14 GHz. Three harmonics were used in the
simulation and the corresponding three pairs of harmonic
impedances for both input and output sides are tuned to
fit the experimental measurement. In the initial simulation,
we did not take into account the reactance components
of the device, so for the harmonic impedances tuning, we
also excluded the effects of the reactance. Figure 7 shows
the simulated large-signal RF performance compared to
the measured data, including output power, power gain,
and PAE. The inset of Figure 7 shows the results without
considering the channel breakdown effects. As shown in the
inset, we observe that when input power increases to around
13 dBm, there is an increasing discrepancy between the
simulated and measurement RF performance, most apparent
in PAE, which increases with increasing input power. PAE
becomes unacceptably higher than the measured PAE, due
to the onset of channel breakdown in the experimental
device. Neglecting breakdown effects causes the model to
dramatically overestimate the PAE under large RF drive
conditions. When the drain-to-source breakdown effect is
considered, the results agree very well with the measured data
for the input power ranging from −8 dbM to 20 dBm.

As is evident in Figure 7, channel breakdown is cru-
cial for understanding the large-signal RF performance,
and particularly the maximum-power-added efficiency of a
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Figure 7: Large signal simulation results including output power,
power gain and PAE obtained from the HFET model comparison
to the measurement data, with and without (insertion graph)
channel break down model. (“Red” is measurement data, “blue” is
simulation results).
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Figure 8: Current-voltage characteristics for a 0.8 μm HFET with
(red lines) and without (blue lines) breakdown computed by MWO.

microwave power amplifier. For sufficiently large terminal
voltage, Vds, impact ionization occurs in the conducting
channel of the HFET and the avalanche generated current
opposes further increase ofVds. If the temperature rise within
the device is controlled and limited, channel breakdown is
reversible over the RF cycle and the device is not damaged.
RF breakdown is, in fact, a fundamental phenomenon that
limits the RF performance of these devices under high power
operation. Breakdown in AlGaN/GaN transistors occurs
in a more gradual manner than in GaAs MESFETs. That
is, avalanche ionization occurs in the conducting channel
with the generated electrons adding to the channel current,
thereby creating a gradual increase in channel current since
ionization only occurs during the peak voltage period of
the RF cycle when the channel field briefly rises above the
breakdown electric field. Since this only occurs during a short
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Figure 9: PAE with different breakdown voltage.
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Figure 10: PAE with different breakdown resistance.

period of the RF cycle, a pulse of generated charge occurs,
which limits the ionization-generated current increase. Gate
breakdown is the dominant RF breakdown mechanism in
traditional GaAs MESFETs [27] but does not generally
occur in AlGaN/GaN HFETs. Experimental data reveals that
gate leakage does occur in AlGaN/GaN HFETs [28], but
the leakage is caused by electron tunneling from the gate
electrode and conduction occurs along the surface area of the
HFET between the gate and drain electrodes. Gate leakage
affects HFET reliability, introduces transient effects, and is
explained elsewhere [29].

6.3. Maximum PAE and Breakdown Resistance. Figure 8
shows the dc current-voltage characteristics with and with-
out breakdown. As indicated, once breakdown occurs, the
increase in channel current is gradual with drain voltage.

The effect of the breakdown voltage on large-signal PAE
is shown in Figure 9. Increases in the channel breakdown
voltage will improve PAE. Figure 10 shows the effect of the
breakdown resistance, defined as the slope of the dynamic
I-V characteristic once breakdown occurs. For a breakdown
voltage of 39 V, when input powers are below 12 dBm, the
breakdown resistance does not significantly affect the PAE.
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Figure 11: PAE with different 1st load harmonics (real part).
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Figure 12: PAE with different second load harmonics (real part).

After the input power exceeds 12 dBm, the PAE increases
with increasing resistance.

6.4. Maximum PAE and Load Resistance at Fundamental and
Second Harmonic Frequency. The harmonic impedances of
the matching network affect the large signal outputs. The
effect of the impedances at the first and second harmonics
is shown in Figures 11 and 12.

7. Conclusion

A new physics-based compact model for AlGaN/GaN HFETs
has been developed. The new model is based upon separating
the conducting channel into various zones determined by
the physical operation principles that dominate in each zone.
A simplified set of the semiconductor device equations are
applied to each zone and the zones are then interfaced by
forcing electric field and potential continuity at the zone
interfaces. In this manner, a complete model for the device
can be constructed. The compact model is suitable for inte-
gration into readily available harmonic-balance circuit sim-
ulators. The model has been formulated in Verilog-A and is
integrated into the harmonic-balance simulator Microwave
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Office offered by AWR. However, the new compact model
can be employed in any readily available circuit simulator.

The new model permits the dc and RF performance of
the device to be determined as a function of device design
parameters such as material parameters, the physical dimen-
sions and doping concentrations of the various layers, and
the charge transport characteristics. About twenty param-
eters are required to define the model, but most of these
consist of handbook data. The new model does not require
the parameter extraction procedures commonly employed to
determine equivalent-circuit-based models. The new model,
therefore, requires significantly less effort to define.

The new model has been calibrated and verified by com-
parison with measured data for experimental AlGaN/GaN
HFET amplifiers operating at S-band. Excellent agreement
between simulated and measured dc and large-signal RF data
is obtained.
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